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Abstract:

We analize the dynamics of confined ions driven by a quantized radiation field. The

ions can absorb photons from an incident laser beam and relax back to the ground state by

either induced emissions or spontaneous emissions. Here we assume that the absorption

of photons is inmediately followed by spontaneous emissions, resulting in single-level ions

perturbed by the exchange of momentum with the radiation field. The probability distri-

bution of the ions is calculated using singular expansions in the low noise asymptotic limit.

The present calculations reproduce the quantum results in the limit of heavy particles in

static traps, and the classical results of ions in radio-frequency confining wells.

* on leave from Divisidn Fusidn Nuclear, Gerencia de Desarrollo, Comisidn Nacional de

Energia Atdmica Av. Libertador 8250, 1429 Buenos Aires, Argentina
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1. Introduction

The dev_'lopment of techniques to confine clusters of a. small number of ions [11,[2],and

even individual ions [3], has largely" improved the undorstanding of tile interaction of ata,ms

and light. Ion clusters can be confined combining static and oscillating potential wells,

or traps, and cooled to milidegree Kelvin temperatures with a light resonance technique

termed laser cooling [4],[5],[6],[7].

The cooling is produced by a laser beam with a frequency slightly lower than the

resonance frequency of an atomic transition of the ion. When the ion moves towards the

laser beam, the frequency of the laser is Doppler shifted to the resonance and the rate of

photon absorption is increased. The opposite effect occurs when the ion moves away from

the laser beam.

When the ion absorbs a photon, it goes into an excited state with a change of mo-

mentum hq. The transition from the excited to the ground state is due to either induced

emission, where the ion looses the momentum gained during the photon absorption, or

to an irreversible spontaneous decay [5]. When a spontaneous emission occurs there is a

net change in momentum, with maximum value 2hq, since the radiated photon direction

is randomly distributed. Thus, the spontaneous emissions reduce, on the average, the ion

momentum [5].

Ion confinement and cooling in oscillating traps is characterized by parametric insta-

bilities resulting from the time dependence of the trapping potential [8]. As a result, ions

can only be confined if the voltage of the trap is restricted to stable regions.

Here we analize the classical laser cooling of single-level ions in potential wells in-

troducing a singular perturbation in terms of the momentum exchanged between the ion

and the radiation field. We compare our results with asymptotic treatments based on

Fokker-Planck equations for the later stages of the cooling process derived previously by

aavanainen and Stenholm [4], Stenholm [5], and Blatt et al. [8]. An asymptotic treatment

based on singular expansions for two-level ions in static traps has been derived by Reyna

and Sob6hart [9]. The extension of the present and previous results to the confinement of

single-level and two-level ions into arbitrary nonlinear, time dependent, trapping fields has

been recently given by Reyna and Sob6hart [10].

2. Ions driven by laser beams ,
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The present model describes ion dynamics in terms of stochastic differential equations

accounting for the main features of the laser cooling process in one dimension. We analize

tile laser cooling of ions in static potential wells and in radio-frequency traps to elucida.te

the differences resulting from both confining concepts.

Tile absorption and subsequent emission of photons is considered a fully random

process and is simulated with a noise with Poisson statistics, which amplitude is k =

2hq/rn, the maximum velocity change produce by an absorption followed by a spontaneous

emission, where rn is the ion mass. Quantum effects are only taken into account in the

discrete nature of the applied radiation field. A rigorous description of the dynamics of

ions driven by a quantized radiation field has been extensively discussed in references

[5],[4],[11] and [12].

The noise is distributed with an ion velocity dependent rate [5]

7 X2

5(u) = 2r(Vr(u)U+)7' where r(u) = _ (A - qu)2 + _/2/4 . (1)

Here r(u) is the induced absorption (emission) rate which depends on the ion velocity

u = dx/dt, and "/ is the spontaneous emission rate [4], which sets up the liaewidth of

the spectral line. The other relevant parameters are A, the detunning between the laser

frequency and the atomic transition frequency, and X, the coupling constant between the

light beam and the ion [4],[5].

The confining potential is assumed harmonic [8], @(x, t) = m(A - 2e cos(2a_t))w 2:c2/ 2,

where A and e are independent potential parameters. The angular frequency of the ion in

the trap scales with w = v/2Vo/rnz2o, where Vo is the amplitude of the confining potential

,,veil, xo the trap size. The present assumption is the simplest generalization of the harmonic

trap described elsewhere [5], leading to the equation of motion

d2x _2
dr---_ + (A - 2e cos(2wt))x = k E 6(t - t,)R, (2)

t.

which is a forced Mathieu oscillator [13]. The noise is applied at times t, distributed with

an ion velocity dependent rate given by Eqn. (1). The random variable Rn is assumed

uniform in the interval [0, 1] to consider the present model the projection in the direction

of the laser beam of the fully three dimensional laser cooling process. The limitations of

this assumption has been discussed in ref. [5] in a more general context.

The interaction between the light beam and the ion is characterized by two time-scales

differing in orders of magnitude. Emission processes scales basically with the spontaneous
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emission frequency hr. The time scale of the ion cooling, induced by the laser beam, is

very slow compared to the lifetime of tile excited state. VV_restrict the present analysis to

the limiting situation w,_l/2 a,el/2 << ._, termed the heavy particle limit because the ion

velocity changes slowly during the absorption-emission processes [4],[5].

The current random process can be described through its moments, which lead to

the probability distribution P(x, u, t) of an ion with a velocity in the interval [u, zt + du],

located in the interval [x, x + dz] at time t. To obtain the evolution of the probability

distribution we compute the relevant moments of the random variables to the leading order

in At

( k_(u)) At

((x - _)_>= o(zxt_), ((x - _/(u -,_/>= o(zxt_), (3)

((u- u)">- #(_)k"at, ,_> 2.n+l

The above moments completely determined the differential equation describing the

evolution of the probability distribution

OF oo (-k), o,
OP OP w2(A _ 2e cos(2wt))x-_u = ___ (n + 1)! Ou" (5(u)P). (4)--_ +_

n=l

Expanding this equation to order O(k a) yields the Fokker-Planck equation derived in [5].

After the dynamical initial stage, ion velocity becomes smaller than the resonant value

A/q and photon absorption is largely reduced [5]. At this stage of the laser cooling process,

a smooth decay of the ion energy is expected [5], scaling with the product of the driving

noise amplitude and time r = kt.

To estimate the probability distribution dynamics, the following singular expansion

in the amplitude of the driving noise

P(_,u,t,,)~_*(_,_,',_)/k(zo(_,_,t,_)+O(k)) (5)

is introduced in Eq. (3), together with a description in terms of the characteristics of the

ion in the trap, leading to

dx du
-- -- = -w 2(A - 2e cos(2wt))xdt = u, dt

dC dzo_ ( e-¢" + Cu - 1 0¢) (6)d--i'=O' dt -- -_(u) ¢_ +_ zo.
i
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Thus

dMA dMB (tx= AMA(t)+BMB(t), , =A_(t)+B_ ). (7)

where the flmctions MA(t) and Me(t) are two independent solutions of the Mathieu oscil-

lator equation (6) given by

dMA
MA = _l(.Al+ +M-); .A,IA(O)= 1, dt (0) =0

dMBM_= (U+- M-) ; MB(0)= 0, dt (0)= _+ 2._ m c_ (S)
D't-" wOO

CK) OO

e 2imwt M- -- e -i#t E C2m e-2irrtwtM+ = eittt E C2m

where the coefficients c2m are defined in [131. Note that from Eqn.(6) ¢ = ¢(A,B, r). The

secular frequency of the ion in the trap corresponds to the Floquet exponent #.

Solution to Eqn. (6) for z0 must be bounded if the ion is assumed to be confined, thus

we consider the following limit

lim l _oT { 1 dzo ( e-_"+¢,-1 (9¢)}T--.oo T zo dt F _(u) Cu + -_r dt = 0 (Oa)

where

(9b)
dMe

W = MA(t)--d-_(t)dMB dMAdt(t)Ma(t) = dt (0).

During the latest stage of the cooling process the ion velocity becomes small enough to

assume the approximation

"_(u) = %(1 -/3u +...) where 50 = X27 8Aq
2X 2 + 4A 2 + 72 and /_ = -2X 2 + 4A 2 + 72. (10)

which reduces Eqns. (9) to

_{ oo/ (oo/(oo)}O_¢$Or= So12 aft A_--_+B_--_ +_ _ + _-_ . (11)

H_,:ew_h_veir,t,:oducedM* = M'_,= Mg= _/2_1o IM+12dt_d MAMB- 0,where

- foM = lira 1/T M(t) dr.r--* oo
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The shift of the ion in the trap, z0, can be found from Eqns. (6), and (11)

_/o _'( c9¢_ MA(.S) 0¢)log(z0) - 2TV MB (8) 0.4 -_ as +... (12)

Assuming an initial distribution ¢(A, B, T) = -(A 2 + B2)/ga and an initial uncertainty

g'0, a particular solution to Eqn. (11) is

( 4M*) e-'r°a'/2 4M*= +0 3;w +3aw '
leading to a cooling time scale tc = 2/70/_k, and final variances of the probability distribu-

tion ((A- < A >)2)= <(B- < B >)2> = 4kM,/3aW =,where (F)= fF P(x,u,t)dx du.

The variances of the probability distribution of the dynamical variables x and u can

be obtained using the change of variables (7) and the result provided in Eqn. (13), which

yields
4kM* 2 4kM* M_

and ((u- < u >)2> = (14)<(x-<• 3Dw 3Dw

where M_ = (dMA/dt) 2 = (dMs/dt) 2 =w/2rr IdM+ dr[ 2 dr.

Equation (14) gives a final ion energy

4hM* M_ (A2 +72/4+ X2/2)EI = - W 2 3A (15)

The final ion energy is independent of the photon momentum provided h2q2/m <<h7

and _k <<1. It should be stressed that if the linewidth of the excited level is very narrow

(7 + 0), the energy associated with the momentum transfer between the ion and the

radiation field, tz2q2/2m, becomes important and, in fact, sets up the energy limit of the

cooling process [5],[14]. Under this circumstance, the present singular expansion is no

longer valid. Figures 1 and 2 show the spatial dispersion and energy as functions of the

parameters A and e. Figure 3 shows the results of a Monte Carlo simulation of the Eqn.

(2) and the analitical result Eqn. (15) for the static trap (X = 1, e = 0). Similar agreement

has been obtained for two-level ions as shown in reference [10].

3. Discussion

Equation (15) agrees with the quantum calculations derived by Javanainen and Sten-

holm for heavy atoms confined in static harmonic traps [4],[5] (A = 1, e = 0). The



lowest energy that can be achieved using laser cooling technique is of order h'r', and is

basically limited by the spontaneous emission line width, which is the energy uncertainty

of the emitted radiation [4],[5]. The final energy is independent of the photon momentum
provided h2q2/m << h_,.

Our analysis indicates the existence of stable and unstable ion confinement resulting

from the relation between the potential parameters A and e [10]. A general discussion

about Mathieu oscillator instabilities can be found elsewhere [10],[13]. The current results

are in agreement with those previously derived by Blatt et al. [8] in terms of continued

fractions expansions if we assume the limit of negligible small damping in their results.

However, our results are valid for arbitrary time periodic traps if we allow M* and Mt* to

be the averages of the solutions M Is(t) and M I B(t) obtained replacing A - 2e cos(2_,t)

by the appropiate pulse shape f(t) of the oscillating potential well.

We stress that pseudopotential models [5], usually assumed to describe ion traps,

fail to predict the correct laser cooling dynamics dose to a parametric instability of the
radio-frequency trap.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1: M* 2/W2 as a function of the parameter e for different values of _: (a) 0.15, (b)

0.0, (c)-0.15, (d)-0.3.

Figure 2: M* M_/W 2 as a function of the parameter e for different values of A: (a) 0.15,

(b) 0.0,(_)-0._5,(d)-0.3.

Figure 3: final ion energy El(hT) as a function of the laser detunning A, with X = 7,

)_= 1 and e = 0, as obtained from Eqn. (15) (solid line), and the results of a Monte Carlo

simulation of Eqn. (2) (symbols).
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